
Chapter 11. The Search and Destroy Mission

It has to begin with focus and intent. You have to have a clear intent to awaken, and you have to
focus your time, energy, and attention on the awakening process like a laser beam. You have to
be serious about it. You have to discipline your focus of attention and stop it from wandering
around and becoming distracted by all the distractions of the world. When you express an intent,
you're expressing a desire, but you can't desire the truth. You only realize the truth when you
become desireless. There is nothing in the truth to desire. You can only desire to bring your own
falseness to an end. Your intent has to be to destroy delusion. You have to seek out and destroy
the lie. Truth is what remains when delusion is destroyed. This is a search and destroy mission.

The lie has two components. The first component of the lie is personal self-identification. You,
an impersonal presence of consciousness at the center of the world you perceive, construct the lie
as you identify yourself with the form of a person that appears in that world. The second
component of the lie is your own sense of being a self. You have to destroy both components.
There are two aspects of destroying the first component. The first aspect is your willingness to sit
quietly and look within as you focus your attention on your own sense of being present as a
presence of consciousness at the center of the world you perceive. That sense of impersonal
being is the only true thing you can ever know about yourself at the level of perception. The
second aspect of destroying personal self-identification is your willingness to bring to an end the
expression of all personally biased emotions that drive your emotional self-identification with the
emotionally animated form of a person that appears in that world. You only emotionally identify
yourself with a personal form because you feel emotionally self-limited to that personal form as
you perceive that animating emotional energy. That feeling of personal self-limitation arises from
the expression of personally biased emotions that can only arise from personal bias in the focus
of your attention. If you want to awaken, you have to lose that personal bias.

The first step in losing that personal bias is your willingness to surrender your own personally
biased individual will to divine will. The way you do that is to accept everything as it is every
moment with no desire that anything be any different than it is in the moment. You put your trust
in divine will to sort out what is for the best and accept everything as it is each moment as for the
best since it's all an expression of divine will. This means you have to stop trying to control
things in a personally biased way. You have to stop trying to interfere with, control, resist or fight
against the normal flow of things. You have to stop trying to defend yourself. In reality, you're
only defending an illusion of what you are. That illusion is the emotionally animated form of a
person that appears in the world you perceive. You're defending the survival of that personal
form as though your existence depends on it since you've emotionally identified yourself with
that personal form. In reality the true nature of your being is impersonal and doesn't depend on
the survival of that form. You only feel compelled to defend the survival of that personal form if
you feel emotionally self-limited to and identify yourself with that form. You have to see that
personal form to be an illusion of what you are and lose interest in defending its survival.



In reality, you're only defending an illusion of what you are. You have to lose interest in paying
attention to that illusion. You lose your personal bias in the focus of your attention when you see
that illusion to be an illusion of what you are, give up your self-defensive desire to defend the
survival of that illusion as though your existence depends on it, which it doesn't, and put your
trust in divine will to decide how long that illusory personal form will survive. The operative
word is giving up. Surrender means you give up. You give up your personally biased desire to
control things. You're giving up your personally biased desire to control things to the unbiased
expression of divine will. That's how the expression of your own emotional energy comes into
alignment with the normal flow of things. In addition to your surrender to divine will, you also
have to detach yourself from things. The operative word is letting go. You have to sever your
emotional attachment to things. You have to become willing to allow all things to come and go in
the normal flow of things without any desire to hold onto, possess or control them. When you
sever an emotional attachment to something, it always feels like something dies inside. Part of
your mentally constructed and emotionally energized ego structure dies away. Your ego structure
is only a personal self-concept or a mental idea about what you are with which you emotionally
identify yourself. You have the idea that you are a person in the world you perceive, but that's a
false concept of what you are. The personal self-concept is always constructed in your mind as a
personal self-image is emotionally related to the concept of some other thing that appears in the
world you perceive. You only identify yourself with that personal form when you feel
emotionally self-limited to that form. That feeling of personal self-limitation arises from personal
bias in your expression of emotions. You also make an emotional projection to the memory of
past events or the anticipation of future events as you construct that personal self-image from
memory, which requires personal bias in your expression of emotions. You lose that personal
bias when you surrender to divine will and sever emotional attachments. That's the only way you
can stop emotionally constructing your personal self-concept in your mind.

When you do that, which ironically is the same as doing nothing, you can only know yourself to
be an impersonal presence of consciousness at the center of the world you perceive. You do
nothing as you perceive that world. You just watch as events play out in the normal way. You see
that world with a sense of distance and detachment as if all the perceived events of that world are
like the animated images of a movie projected from a movie screen to your point of view in the
movie audience. You have come out of the movie and no longer are part of the movie. Personal
self-identification comes to an end. When you focus your attention only on your own sense of
being that presence of consciousness in this desireless state, you can stop being a self. You can
look into the emptiness of your own being. You have to embrace that emptiness as the truth of
what you really are. When you become desireless and do nothing, you experience that emptiness.
You have to embrace that emptiness as the truth of what you really are to become that emptiness.
You have to become desireless and selfless before you can pass through the gateless gate, enter
into and become that emptiness. You have to become willing to stop being a self. The sense of
being a self is the final level of delusion you have to destroy before you can realize the truth.


